Abstract. According to the regulation of "Coal energy saving and emission reduction upgrade, transformation plan action (2014-2020)" in China, aiming at the severe situation of the national energy conservation and emission reduction. We did a unit steam blowing for a power plant which has did a high efficient subcritical parameter rehabilitation. We did a detailed program for the unit steam blowing, overcome the small space for the temporary system pipe. With the strict control of the boiler operating parameters, we successfully complete the unit steam blowing work and fully guarantee the quality.
Introduction
Aiming at the practical situation of low efficiency, high heat consumption and reliability of each cylinder for steam turbine. The 600MW power plant is the first power plant which has did the comprehensive transformation of subcritical parameter unit in China. Through the transformation of steam turbine, the reconstruction project elect a scientific and economic reform program, making fully consideration on boiler system, electric system and auxiliary equipment system.
Through strict calculation, in the maintenance of the main steam pressure under the same conditions, we increase the main steam temperature to 571℃ and the reheating steam temperature to 569℃ from 541℃,and relevantly the steam turbine side parameters from 16.67MPa/538℃/538℃ to 16.67MPa/566℃/566℃, to achieve the unit goal of realizing comprehensive energy saving and reducing consumption. Through the high efficient critical technological transformation the boiler maximum continuous evaporation is 1885t/h, and the outlet pressure maintain the original design.
As the superheater and reheater tube of the power plant has been replaced, we need to blow the tube to remove all kinds of debris (such as sand, stone, turnings, iron oxide etc.) in the manufacture, transportation, and storage process [1, 2] .To prevent the superheater, reheater tube from explosion, improve the safety and economy of the power plant and improve the quality of steam during operation, guarantee the safe and stable operation of the power plant [3] .
Equipment Conditions
Boiler model: B&WBC-1885/17.5-M The boiler is made by Beijing Babcock and Wilcox Company, which is subcritical parameter, natural circulation, front and back wall to hedge combustion mode π type boiler.
The main design parameters of the boiler are shown in Table 1 : Boiler design and use of coal to see table 2. 
Unit Steam Blowing Method
According to the "guide of the unit steam blowing for fossil power construction project " DL/T 1269-2013, combined with the subcritical boiler characteristics. We determine the steam blowing project as energy storage reduced pressure, one-step steam blowing, combined with fuel and coal [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . Unit steam blowing rage: Superheater tube, main steam tube, low temperature reheating tube, reheating tube, high temperature reheating tube.
Temporary pipeline arrangement for unit steam blowing: According to the actual situation of schedule and steam turbine, boiler related equipment and piping installation, we finally decide to connect the main steam pipe with the reheating steam pipe before the high-pressure main steam valve ( not after the high-pressure main steam valve as usual) by temporary pipe.
The temporary pipe doesn't pass through the high-pressure main steam valve, therefore we cannot use the turbine platform. Which has let not enough space for us to arrange the temporary pipeline, which make it hard for us not only to ensure the safety of the thermal expansion of the temporary pipeline, but also to ensure the safety of the device, the convenience of the installation and the operation of the particle collector the target and target holder assembly.
The main steam pipe for blowing process: economizer tube--water wall tube--durm--ceiling--wall enclosure tube--Low temperature superheated tube--tube platen ---superheated tube--main steam tube--temporary pipe---temporary electrically operated gate--superheater target--particle collector --temporary pipe--reheater tube--temporary pipe--reheater target---temporary pipe---blowing silence
The temporary pipeline system arrangement for unit steam blowing is shown in Figure 1 The temporary pipeline system installation diagram for unit steam blowing is as follows: Temporary pipeline system connection for the steam blowing: 1. Connect the temporary pipe after the main steam pipe elbow at 11.5 meters. Then connect the temporary electrically operated gate, bypass gate, superheater target holder, particle collector in turn. Connect the temporary pipe to the low temperature reheating tube after HP exhaust non-return valve at 6.8 meters. Connect a drain pipe to the rain water well outside the power plant, before and after the temporary electrically operated gate.
2. Connect the temporary pipe from 6.8 meters after the reheater rube to zero meter to the blowing silence. Arrange the reheater target holder in the horizontal position.
3. Disconnect the pipe between the pipe after the HP cylinder bypass and the cold reheated pipe in the turbine room 6.8m and add a blocking plate at each side.
4. Disconnect the pipe from the cold reheated pipe to the high pressure heater steam source pipe, in the turbine room 13.7m.
5. Disconnect the pipe from the cold reheated pipe to the auxiliary steam source pipe, in the turbine room 13.7m.
6. Disconnect the pipe from the deaerated water tank pipeline to the condenser and connect a temporary pipeline to the minus 4 meters drainage pit.
7. We should disconnect all the drain pipes from the boiler and steam turbine to condenser. Separate the drain pipe from high pressure side and low pressure side.
Notice: 1. In order to guarantee the effect of unit steam blowing, the diameter size of the temporary pipe should be larger than the upstream pipe, and enough expansion space should be left between formal pipe and temporary pipe.
2. The particle collector, temporary electrically operated gate and the target holder assembly should be installed in horizontal position, we should left enough space to set up a operation platform to replace the target board, control the temporary electrically operated gate, and clear the particle collector.
3. Blowing silence arrangement need to take full account of expansion, also try to avoid a formal system, to prevent the discharge of a large amount of steam during the unit steam blowing from peripheral equipment (transformer, booster station, etc.), to ensure safety. 4 . In order to ensure the blowing effect, we add some corresponding thermal measurement points to the temporary system. Which have remote function, to convenient us the real-time monitoring of the corresponding data. The design of the sampling tube of the relevant thermal measurement point should have damping system and reduce the influence of the pipe vibration on the measurement parameters. Transmitters should be 4~5 meters from the measuring position, to enhance operational safety and prevent steam leakage.
Thermal measurement points: 1) Temperature and pressure simulation measurement before the blowing silence.
2) Pressure simulation measurement before and after the particle collector.
Unit Steam Blowing Process

Unit steam blowing process parameters
According to the principles for the superheater and reheater coefficient of steam blowing is more than 1, we set the following parameters:
The temporary electrically operated gate open pressure: 5-6MPa (drum pressure); The temporary electrically operated gate close pressure: 4-4.5MPa (drum pressure); The main steam temperature is ≤450℃ 2. Unit steam blowing operation process According to the operation rules of power station boiler, we start forced draft fan, induced draft fan, put oil gun, start the primary air fan, coal pulverized in turn, rise the temperature and pressure until the parameter we just presented (before the formal blow we need a trial blow at about 50% and 70% pressure, to check the temporary pipeline system).
When we open the temporary electrically operated gate to blow the steam system. We should increase water flow even the water level of the steam drum is rising to produce false water level, when the coefficient of steam blowing is lower than 1, close the temporary electrically operated gate. Maintain the boiler feed water flow, until the drum water level return to normal. Curve between the coefficient of steam blowing, drum pressure, drum water level and the main feed water flow: When the dump pressure is 5.49MPa we open the temporary electrically operated gate, using boiler energy storage to produce steam momentum in the process of boiler pressure reduction, to strength the unit steam blow for the superheated tube and reheated tube. When the coefficient of steam blowing reaches the maximum, the dump pressure is 4.81MPa, the feed water flow is 504.8t/h and the drum water level is 277mm.
We should notice that when we open the temporary electrically operated gate, there will be a water flash phenomenon, and the water level will be rising rapidly when the drum pressure reduce quickly. Then we should provide a lot of water to the drum to prevent water shortage. The change of steam temperature in 6 minutes after the temporary electrically operated gate is opened: T1: tube platen outlet wall temperature 1; T2: tube platen outlet wall temperature 2; T3: low temperature superheater outlet wall temperature 1; T4: low temperature superheater outlet wall temperature 2; T5: high temperature superheater inlet wall temperature 1;T6: high temperature superheater inlet wall temperature 2; T7: high temperature superheater outlet wall temperature 1; T8: high temperature superheater outlet wall temperature 2; T9: reheated tube outlet wall temperature 1; T10: reheated tube outlet wall temperature2;
The change of steam wall temperature in 6 minutes after the temporary electrically operated gate is opened: Energy storage reduced pressure steam blowing is a cyclical process of storage and release heat storage of boiler. Due to the combustion of the fuel in the furnace, there is a strong radiation and convection heat transfer in the furnace, the heating surface metal tube has a high temperature. When the temporary electrically operated gate is opened, the water and steam stored in the water wall tube and superheated tube are released, the larger momentum helps the shedding of rust and welding slag attached to the superheater and reheater tube wall which will improve the effect of unit steam blowing.
